Public Safety Solutions
Award Winning Advanced Authentication & Password Management Solutions
• Healthcare Solution: 2FA healthcare solution is designed to satisfy the ever-growing and everchanging regulatory environment and application infrastructure in use within healthcare.
• Public Safety Solution: 2FA Public Safety solutionn is designed to provide the maximum level
of flexibility while significantly enhancing security.
• Enterprise Solutions: 2FA enterprise solution is scalable to address the requirements of small,
medium, and large enterprises.
Panasonic Arbitrator® BWC
The Arbitrator® BWC protects your officers with HD-quality video evidence capture they can
wear. Engineered with upgraded features based on real officers' feedback, the Arbitrator BWC
provides 130 degrees of evidence capture with GPS metadata, pre- and post-event recording
and WiFi for easy offloading. When paired with the Arbitrator 360° HD in-car digital video
recording system and the Unified Evidence Management System (UEMS) software suite, it
represents a comprehensive video evidence capture solution for your agency
Panasonic Arbitrator In-car-video System
From in-vehicle video and body-worn evidence capture, to surveillance footage and other
evidentiary digital media – everything can be securely stored and easily managed with this
single-platform software. The UEMS helps you minimize and optimize storage costs and
archive data to on-premise disk, cloud storage or other data archive systems. It also offers
centralized configuration management for the Arbitrator 360° HD in-car digital video recording
system, and the Arbitrator® BWC body-worn camera system, along with real-time streaming
support from officers in the field. Capture all the evidence and stay organized with this easy-touse software solution.
Cradlepoint IBR1100 Cloud-Managed Networking for Vehicles
The Cradlepoint COR IBR1100 Series is a compact, ruggedized 3G/4G/LTE networking solution
designed for mission-critical connectivity in the most challenging environments. Ideal for invehicle networks including police cars, ambulances, and mass transit, this cloud-managed
solution provides organizations the ability to scale deployments quickly and manage their
vehicle networks easily in real-time. With an extensive list of safety and hardening
certifications, the COR IBR1100 is engineered to protect against extreme temperatures,
humidity, shocks, vibrations, dust, water splash, reverse polarity, and transient voltage.
Panasonic Arbitrator® 360°HD
The Arbitrator 360°™ HD rugged in-car digital video recording system leads the industry in
image quality and precision for unmatched critical mobile video evidence capture. Its full HD
1080p front camera delivers amazing clarity and ultra-accurate color representation, and the
system supports up to five cameras of simultaneous recording for a full 360-degree view to
maximize situational awareness.

Call (714) 898-2171 or visit www.DuraTechUSA.com for more info.

